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Vowel Neutralization and Vowel Reduction 

Patricia Donegan Miller 
Ohio State University 

In the study of vowel systems--perhaps more than in the 
study of consonants--two dominant and opposing forces in 
phonology become especially apparent: the principle of maximal 
contrast, and the principle of least effort. This second 
principle, that of least effort, is represented in a particularly 
clear way in a process that I will call Vowel Neutralization. In 
proposing this process, I am going to attempt to characterize as 
due to a single innate or natural process 1.) the severe limi
tations on certain very small vowel systems (including those of 
children), and 2.) the fairly common phenomenon of vowel 

reduction. 
As with all natural processes, the natural state of Vowel 

Neutralization is application. In child language, application 
of neutralization collapses all the vowels of the target language 
(at least at one stage) to a single vowel. If the process is 
limited, then distinctions can arise, but if it remains in at 
least partial application, the vowel system or inventory will be 
partially collapsed--i.e., there will be a small system. If the 
application of the process is limited to unstressed vowels (or 
to some subset of unstressed vowels), then the process is recog-
nizable in the language as vowel reduction. 

Vowel Neutralization thus represents a kind 01: "centripetal 
force" in the vowel system; it is the tendency toward neutral 
posi4ion. Basically, it consists of loss of coloration (rounding 
or palatality), loss of height (which may be related to this loss 
of color), and loss of sonority. It is especially likely to apply 
to unstressed nontense vowels. In terms of features, Neutrali
zation consists in the removal of positive feature specifications. 
Thus, the process could be represented as: 

V ---) 

f! -Stres;\ 
!-Tense 
~ -

The result of this process, then, is the substitution of more 
neutral or schwa-like vowels for more distinctive ones. 

Besides being especially favored for unstressed non-tense 
vowels, Neutralization may be hierarchically conditioned by the 
quality of the vowels to which it applies, or it may be limited 
by context. Since it is only in vowel reduction, however, that 
these limitations occur, they will be examined in the part of 
this paper that deals specifically with vowel reduction. 

Since the process in its fullest form involves the sub
stitution of a neutral vowel for any other vowel, it is easy to 
see how it could help account for the child's substitution of ~ 
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~ ~!ls~~~!t v~~:~s~no;~e vowels the child hears ~re replaced by 
ed non-color~d vowels to :r pr~ces~. operate~, ~hich lowers stress
his v~els are, at this poin~: arll:t~:~s~~~ld s output, since 

, en the child learns to suppress a part of the Neutrali
~~tlo)n process, (usually he learns to stop making all vowels non
l~h , he acqulres an opposition. Then hl's u1 thls: r e would look like 

V f-Round l 
I -palatall 
L-Low _ 

When lowering operates, it may then lower only h t 1 tenon-high 
neu ra vowel, leaving the child with ~ and a. 
s ste!.arn,a~are of ?ne case where this-remain.s the child's 
~ . ~ lS substltuted for high vowels and for mid v 1 
w~th the except~on of ~ , and ~ replaces low vowels ando~e s 
( ller forthcomlng). The evidence that the hOld' ~ 
~h:i~nlow:!~~ ~ein~ stressed ~s scant, but s~m~thi:g~d~:~s:~i;~~m 
lib y" n h~s corpus wlth an unstressed initial syllable 

anana" wa~ conslstently pronounced (ababa] . ' 
lordlnarlly , however, instead of retaining an ~ in the tw 

~~::l sta~e, children w~ll either round or palatalize the hig~
passim~oh~o:n~' In thls way, Jo~n Velten (Velten 1962, 25 et 
1953-54 353 ~, ~ ~ystem, ~nd Hlldegard Leopold (Leopold 

, et passlm) had land a. l 
There are adult vowel systems,-too, that dis la the 

~!iec7s of Neutralization. In certain languages,Pti~bre or 
orlng seems not to be distinctive; only height distinctions 

are made. An example of such a language would be Kabardian 

!!t~~~~~gT~~~:~Z~o~ ~~terpr~ts the vowel system of this lan~uage 
preted as ha' el

l
g s or egrees of sonority, it can be inter-

vlng on y two vowels a and a' or 'f th 
of :a is predict bl h'" .:... -' , l e occurrence _ , a e, per aps It has only one a. If the 
language lS regarded as having vowels at allZ -a 'II 
the high vow 1 d ' Wl represent , . , e ~, an ~ the mid and low ones, with the relevant 
dJ.st~nc)tlon belng one of open vs. close (Kuipers 1960 23 et 
paSSlm . ' 
th hS~c~ a syst:m can readily be generated by suppressing only 

e elg t-removlng function of the Neutralization process 
~~=e that the speakers would also have to suppress the pro~esses 
lim7trotuhndlor f:ont non-low colorless vowels and that they must 

l e owerlng process. 
1 This, 0: cou~se, ~akes the prediction that speakers of such 
c~~guagesd,glven, forelgn" sounds, will substitute vowels of the 
tim~~:pon(~r:gbhelg~t{ b~t not necessarily of the corresponding 

. . lm re m g lt e determined by the surrounding con-
sonants, ,but that is not an immediate concern here.) The loan 
~h~n~l~gleS of such languages would reflect such substitutions 

U 0 not cnow of any work on this subject. ' 
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In these languages with vertical vowel systems, the cen
tralization accomplished by the Neutralization process may be 
undone by contextual variation, but since these variants are not 
distinctive, it seems justifiable to attribute the lack of dis
tinctions to a process operating at some higher-than-phonetic 
level. 3 

When the application of Neutralization is limited to un
stressed vowels, vowel reduction occurs. I should point out 
here that--as the very use of the term "unstressed" implies--I 
am inclined to believe that only stress languages (and not 
pitch accent languages) exhibit vowel reduction of the sort that 
I am talking about here--i.e., reduction that affects vowel 
quality. 

But whether vowel reduction is limited to stress languages 
or not, this process does exhibit certain differences from its 
"mother-process," Vowel Neutralization. 

First, when neutralization is sufficiently limited so that 
it applies only to vowels without stress, it is usually further 
limited so that it removes only some of the positive feature 
specifications of the vowels. To be more positive about this 
syntactically, reduced vowels in some languages (or in some 
contexts) may retain certain distinguishing features. That is, 
they may not become completely neutral. 

For example, if the speakers limit the process 

V--", 
[-Stress] -=~~~:ta11 

CRound _ 

to 
V ----'> 

[-Stress] I
-:High 
-Low 
_-Palatal_ 

then the reduced vowels will retain their original rounding, and 
the language will have a reduced-vowel system consisting of a 
round and a non-round vowel. In this way, a system like that of 
Eastern Ojibwa can be achieved, where ~ is the reduced variant of 
the lax vowels i and a, and a round indeterminate vowel, like a 
rounded schwa, is the-reduced variant of lax ~ (Bloomfield 1956, 
5-6) • 

Some dialects of English have an example of the retention 
of the + Palatal specification on reduced vowels, although this 
retenti;n occurs only in specialized environments: before high 
consonants, the original palatality of the vowel is maintained. 
This accounts for the distinction between epoch and epic and 
between the final syllables of comic and havoc. Note also the 
pairs maniac/maniacal, and cour~s/courage; in which the 
reduced vowel of the second member is I. Here Neutralization is 
limited to something like 

V --?> 

[-StressJ [

-High 1 
-Low 
-Round 
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Since it is possible, then, to limit reduction in such a way 
as to maintain rounding or palatality, one would expect to be able 
to retain a height distinction in a reduced-vowel system in a 
similar way--i.e., to have a reduced system with two vowels, i 
and A, or ~ and a. One would expect this all the more since the 
removal of-height distinctions is the first part of the process 
suppressed by children, and since it may be the only part sup
pressed in those languages with "vertical" vowel systems. That 
is, height distinctions are the first ones acquired and sometimes 
the only ones maintained. 

Oddly enough, reduced-vowel systems do not seem to maintain 
height distinctions. (At least, I do not know about any height
maintaining systems.) On the other hand, though, perhaps this 
lack is not too odd: unlike the full, context-free process of 
vowel neutralization, vowel reduction is characteristic of un
stressed vowels, especially in fast speech. 

Why height should be more susceptible to Neutralization in 
unstressed vowels and color more susceptible in stressed vowels, 
I cannot say for sure, but a physiological explanation suggests 
itself. If it is the case that lack of stress is accompanied by 
lack of articulatory effort, and if part of this lack of effort 
is failure to increase jaw opening for vowels that are originally 
more sonorant, than a failure to make distinctions of vowel 
height in reduced positions does not seem extremely peculiar. 
Perhaps the increase in jaw opening might be a grosser movement 
which is more easily acquired but which, since it requires more 
effort, is more likely to be abandoned. 

There is another somewhat related respect in which vowel 
reduction appears to differ markedly from Vowel Neutralization, 
but I think that this apparent difference is not a differnce 
in the Neutralization process itself, but is rather a difference 
in the way subsequent processes affect the stressed vowels that 
result from Neutralization and the unstressed vowels that have 
been neutralized in the reduction sense. 

The difference is that stressed uncolored vowels lower and 
unstressed uncolored vowels raise. Thus the child's stressed 
!:. -;- §;., while the adult's unstressed §;. 4!:. ( ~ !) : 

"He had gone." ~ [hi "d gJn] ~ [hi;id g:m J . 
This raising of unstressed uncolored vowels may be due to the 
same tendency to fail to increase jaw opening that might account 
for the lack of height contrasts in reduced vowels. 

In parallel to this suggestion and, in some sense supporting 
it, is the hierarchy of applicability of vowel reduction. When 
only some of the vowels of a system are reduced, the reduction 
often seems to proceed in an order from the low to the high 
vowels. In Breton, for instance, e, 0, and a are reduced in 
moderately fast speech, and ~, £, and~ only-in faster speech; 
i, u, and u apparently do not ever reduce enough to lose their 
Character as high, mutually distinguishable vowels (Dressler 1972, 
30) • 
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Height does not seem to be the only factor that inhibits 
reduction, however. Rounding, too, often limits the scope of 
this process. In Modern Hebrew, for instance, lax S, and a, and 
sometimes I will reduce to a in fast speech. I reduces only after 
g and a do~-i.e., only in very fast speech--but laxed 0 (~) and 
£ do not appear to reduce at all (Semiloff-Zelasko, forth~oming). 
Here the order of reduction is not just low-to-high; it is more 
like low-to-high cross-cut by the + Round specification of the 
vowels to be reduced. The rule might be written to look like 
this: 

v 

~ 
-stress] 
-Tense 

! lower 

r -High l 
\ =~~~atall' 
L( -Round) _. 

It sometimes appears that there are other factors that limit 
or encourage vowel reduction, too, such as syllable closure, or 
the position of the reducing syllable within the word. 

In Latin, height, rounding, and syllable closure combine 
to constrain the special set of vowel reductions found in medial 
syllables in the period of probable initial stress. The non
high vowels e and a reduce to ~ e ) in unstressed (medial) 
position, as-does 0 when it appears in an open syllable (Buck 
1933,100). Note that the reduction of the round vowel is more 
restricted than that of the non-round ones, and that closed 
syllables tend to inhibit this reduction while open syllables 
allow it. The further reduction of this < e > to <:. i') in open 
syllables only reaffirms the role of syllable closure as an inhib
itor of reduction. 

This secondary reduction of vowels in open syllables to <: i ) 
or sometimes to ( u > may reflect to some extent on the quality 
of the reduced vowels as they may have been pronounced. The fact 
that, for some items, there was at one time a fluctuation between 
< i 'and < u > would indicate that the actual reduced vowel was 
something like an 1, the raised variant of the schwa which ortho
graphic < e > could represent. 

Thus, the reduction process in Latin medial syllables could 
be described by saying that e, a, and sometimes 0 were first 
reduced to a schwa-like vowel (written < e > ), and were then 
further reduced, in open syllables, to 4- ( < i) or <: u ':> ). 

Then, when the stress shift occurred, these centralized vowels 
were given the quality of full vowels--e for ~ and usually i 
for ~ (but sometimes u for ~, when there were labials in the 
environment)~ --

There are, of course, other examples of vowel reduction 
where the final output is not a mid central vowel. A well
known example is the akan'e and ikan'e of Modern Russian. As 
I understand the most basic facts of these phenomena (for Moscow" 
Russian), the reductions affect only non-high unstressed vowels: 
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~ reduces to ~ or ~ in pretonic 
to ~ elsewhere; ~ reduces to i' or absolute initial positions and 
and b 1 ' and ~ remains a or A ~n a so ute initial position;- i _ - _ ~ pretonic 
consonant, and it reduces to 'It b~comes ~after a palatalized 

In terms of a vowel red i!.t~ sew ere (Kondrasov 1962, 85). 
these occurrences may be 10 ~d~on process based on Neutralization 
initial step of this reduct~ i at somewhat differently. If the ' 

~on s Neutralizati h- h 
~, ~, and ~ (except 0 after palat l' don, w ~c collapses 
fronting of a after palat l' d a ~ze consonants) to ~, then a 
it slightly to i. A subs: ~=~t conso~ants might well also raise 
to ~ in initial-and preton{c os~~~er~ng of the remaining schwas 
reduced-vowel distribution. p ~ons would provide the proper 

The reason for my use of h " 
is that they raise two th t e Lat~n and Russian examples 

" ra er puzzling que t" 
env~ronments in which h d" s ~ons regarding the 

suc re uct~ons oc Th" two regards Latin' why" "t h cur. e f~rst of these . ~s ~ t at the open d" 1 apparently favor reduction dIme ~a syllables 
In answer to this I anldcl~~ed syllables disfavor it? 

have been, during Lati~'s ~O~t" l~ e to suggest that there may 
" ~n~ ~a -stress period 

m~nor stress on closed m d" 1 11 ' some sort of b e ~a sy abIes Thi "" ased on an analogy with t"" . s suggest~on ~s 
Old English, which also hCder ab~n "half-stressed" syllables of 
" a a as~cally initial t 
~ng to Campbell (1959, 34-35) " "s ress. Accord-
explains that such a syll bl' any long f~nal syllable4 [4 
two consonants after the a elmu~t be long by virtue of having 

vowe --~ e th t "t 
· after another long syllable or it" "a ~ must be closed] 
stress when it becomes" t 1 bS equ~valent, acquires half-

'" , ~n erna y the dd"t" Hengestes, ~ghw~lcne Short f" 1 a ~ ~on of an inflexion: 
in inflexion are simiiarl t ~na syllables which become long 

d" Y reated: 0perne" Th 1 me ~al syllables in another" "t' 1 'us c osed 
stress, ~n~ ~a -stress language acquire half-

. If Latin closed medial 11 bl 
· this, it may have been enou ~Ytoa es had a minor stress like 
in such syllables and 2 ) gth prevent 1.) the reduction of 0 
d " ,. e second step in L t" -, uctwn--the reduction f a ~n vowel re-
suggestion would also eO l:i~ ~h:o a h~g~e: vowel. Such a 
rule to syllable closur~ d" sens~t~v~ty of the reduction 

· was really to deg;e=~ o~ts;~~ld indicate that the sensi-
The d ss, secon question--that re d' 
~ should become a in preto ' gar ~~g Russian--has to do with 

tion in answer to thisn~c o~"a solute initial position. 
as a rising-accent or st~:s ~on :e~ts ~n the view of 
case would be Modern Hebre!S a~t~c~pat~on language, A 

the stress, but not immediat~lW ~r~ ~4"6 two syllables 
account for the pretoni 1 "y e ore ~t. Such a view 

'~UW~l:"n~ in initial position c o~wer~ng, but it would not explain 
in this position ~o course~ some type of stress 

this is entirely specula~i~eb:tPos~ted,"but as far as I 
, however, that vowels in this t~~~ po~nt, The fact re-
element of stress s t pos~t~on act as if they have 

thing to look for,' 0 a s ress element in tnis position is 
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What I have tried to show in this paper is that, despite 
certain differences, wholesale vowel neutralization and vari~us 
vowel reductions can be traced to the same innate process, g1ven. 
a framework of natural phonology. The common factors of centra11-
zation removal of rounding and palatali.ty, loss of height, and 
loss of sonority suggest that vowel reduction ~s a limitati~n or 
subprocess, sensitive to factors of vowel qua11ty and espec1ally to 
stress, of Vowel Neutralization. 

Footnotes 

1. The fact that the mid vowels for all of these chi~dren 
group with the high vowels appears to be due to.the.operat10n of 
other processes before the operation of Neutra11zat10n. Briefly, 
the order of the processes relevant here would be: 

a. removal of color from low vowels (;:fC.., :), e~c. -" a) 
b. raising of colored vowels (e, 0, 0 ~ i, u, u) 
c. neutralization 
d. colorless vowel lowering (of the mid vowel only~ here). 
In the case of adult systems, the ordering may be d1ffer-

ent. Reordering vs. Suppression is a question I have not yet 
dealt with in any·detail. 

2. I am also aware of Kuipers' vowelless interpretation, 
which views openness of release as a feature, but I,do not think 
the distinction is relevant here. 

3. In Stampe's present terminology, the neutralization 
process would be a dominating, context-free one, and the sub~e
quent context-sensitive, color-adding processes would be dom1nated. 

4 .. 11 do nodt ~nsi~~'c~;t~~~~yse~e:~:tt~em: ~~db~; ~ea:~~:ble 
necessar1 y d an ~. I 

t' but it-is not intended as support for the process 
assud~p 10n;ng What I intend to suggest is that Latin 'vowel 
am 1SCUSS~ . ' l' . 

k . "<s a real reduction compatible with the neutra 1zat10n wea en1ng ~ , . h' d t' 
b I f <nd the conditions under wh1ch t 1S re uc 10n process, ecause ~ 1 

occurred interesting, and I would expect to find other examp es 
of vowel reduction constrained by syllable closure. 
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